
  
 

Award-Winning Novelist Continues Pictures of the Heart 

Series With Highly Anticipated Installment 
 

 

“The poignant rendering of transformation through faith will 

resonate with inspirational readers. This is another strong showing 

for Peterson.”  

—Publishers Weekly on Beyond the Desert Sands 

 

Ada, Mich.—USA Today bestselling author Tracie Peterson has 

mastered the craft of writing action-packed, historical romance 

novels that keep readers on the edge of their seats. In March 2023, 

Peterson introduced fans to her new Pictures of the Heart series with 

the release of Remember Me. Now Peterson returns readers to 

Seattle, Washington in Finding Us—a heart gripping tale about 

trusting God even in the unknown and sometimes dangerous 

situations in life.  

. . . . 

 

During the summer of 1909, Eleanor Bennet worked as a Camera 

Girl at the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Expo. In addition, to taking 

thousands of photos of flowers for the expo, Eleanor also snapped a 

picture of a woman in widow’s clothing holding a young infant. 

Eleanor can’t stop thinking about the woman whose grief is clearly 

etched in her expression.  

 

William “Bill” Reed meets Eleanor at the Expo and they quickly 

bond over their shared love and passion for botany. But one of 

Eleanor’s pictures truly stands out to Bill. It is the one of the young 

widow. Bill is positive he knows the woman’s identity. She is Bill’s 

sister-in-law, Amelia Reed, who he thought was lost in a shipwreck. 

 

Now the hunt is on to find Amelia, but the search is not only 

difficult. It is also dangerous. Underhanded dealings are in the 

works to make sure the Reed family suffers—especially Wallace 

Reed, Bill’s brother.  

 

Eleanor and Bill must stand together to face the danger that follows 

and learn to trust that God will direct their paths to a brighter future 

together.  
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About the Author 

  
Tracie Peterson (www.traciepeterson.com) is the award-winning 

author of over 100 novels, both historical and contemporary. Her 

avid research resonates in her many bestselling series. Tracie and 

her family make their home in Montana. 

 
__________________________________________________________ 

 

PRAISE for Tracie Peterson’s Novels 
 

“The second of Peterson's Love on the Santa Fe novels depicts a 

Mexican American family within a compelling historical context.” 

—Booklist on Beyond the Desert Sands 

 

“This is a book with real edge and grit. It’s clear Peterson has a deep 

love for the American west. . . . I was very happy to see that.” 

— Manhattan Book Review on Beyond the Desert Sands 

 

“The author has well-developed characters with interesting stories in 

which she has woven a unique theme of redemption and 

forgiveness. If you like historical romance, you will love Under the 

Starry Skies. I highly recommend it!” 

—Interviews & Reviews on Under the Starry Skies 

 

“From start to finish, Along the Rio Grande is a delightful story with 

relatable characters in a fascinating setting.” 

—The Historical Novels Review on Along the Rio Grande 
 

“Great start to a new series set in the aridness of New Mexico! 

Tracie Peterson writes such fun stories and for those of us who love 

steam trains as well, what could be better than a historical romance 

set amid the beginnings of the Santa Fe rail line?” 

—Write-Read-Life on Along the Rio Grande 

 

   Get Connected: 
 

Tracie Peterson 

www.traciepeterson.com 

   
  

@TraciePetersonAuthor 

 

 



               
 

Sample Interview Questions for Tracie Peterson  

Finding Us 
 

 

Can you please provide a brief summary of your novel, Finding Us?  

Finding Us is set in 1909 Seattle when Eleanor Bennett takes a job as a Camera Girl at the 

Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition. She snaps a photograph of a young widow with her 

baby and finds herself haunted by the woman. Meanwhile she is also consumed by 

thoughts of the young botanist she meets. William “Bill” Reed is fascinated by Eleanor. 

Finally, he has found a woman who is interested in the same things is he. He wants to 

spend more and more time with her, but then he spies the photograph of the widow and her 

baby. Stunned, he reveals this is his sister-in-law, a woman he and his brother thought had 

died months earlier when their ship from Alaska sank. Eleanor is determined to help Bill 

find her, as well as help him restore a manuscript he’s supposed to turn in to his publisher. 

During all of this, the couple grow in their love for one another and determination to return 

to Alaska. However, not everyone wants to see this happen. Can faith really move the 

mountains that stand to block this couple from true love and happiness? 

 

Finding Us is the second book in your Pictures of the Heart series. What is the connecting 

element for all of the books in this series?   

The connecting element is the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition of 1909 and the Camera Girls. 

All of the stories take place at this world’s fair, with a variety of other things going on around 

the characters. 

 

What was the inspiration for your series?   

The exposition itself got me excited. I had read about how the new Kodak Brownie camera 

was promoted there to inspire the common, everyday man and woman to get into 

photography. I was also fascinated by the exposition’s various displays and the popularity 

of the event. 

 

You have written more than 100 novels, what sets this series apart from the other 

novels you have written?  

The setting is definitely different. I’ve not focused on a world’s fair type setting before this 

and found it great fun. Plus it had elements of Alaska and the Yukon which I’ve written 

about many times before. 

 



Why did you choose to set the Pictures of the Heart series in Seattle during the early 

1900s?  

As I’ve mentioned, it was because of the exposition being held there the summer of 1909. I 

thought it gave me a lot to work with, having people coming in from other locations, as 

well as having valuable exhibits and fascinating bits of history. It just seems like the 

perfect storm. 

 

Your female protagonist, Eleanor Bennet, is a Camera Girl. What did this role entail? 

Although I made up the Camera Girls, there really was a strong fascination with 

photography at this time. Kodak had just introduced a reasonable priced camera for the 

average person, and it proved to be very popular. As a Camera Girl, I had my girls out 

snapping souvenir pictures of expo attendees and advertising the Brownie camera for sale 

at their little photography shop.  

 

Can you please discuss how Eleanor and Bill Reed first meet and what drew them 

together?  

Eleanor and Bill meet when Eleanor is flat on her stomach trying to take a photograph of 

some flowers by the lakeside. She loves botany and mixes it with her photography job by 

taking photographs of usual vegetation and flowers. When Bill comments, she jumps to her 

feet and nearly falls into the lake, but Bill keeps her from going in. 

 

One of the main themes that your characters grapple with is learning to trust God to 

direct their path. Are there other lessons that you hope readers can take away after 

reading Finding Us?   

Just that God is always two or three or four hundred steps ahead of us. He has already 

made provision for everything in our lives. We can trust Him to be there for us in all 

situations.  

 

In addition to history and romance, there is also a component of suspense threaded 

throughout your novel. What do you love most about weaving all of these elements 

into one novel?   

I love complicating the story to add intrigue and excitement, mystery and adventure. For 

me, it’s always about letting the reader think they know what’s happening and then taking 

a different turn to keep them guessing. Romance can be very formulaic if you aren’t 

careful. The reader pretty well expects that the boy will get the girl. But complicating how 

he gets her and what happens to them on the journey is what I find to be the most fun. 

 

What are you working on next?   

With book 3 for this series in the bag, I’m getting ready to start a brand new series that will 

debut in 2024 and be set in frontier Cheyenne, Wyoming. 



 

How can readers connect with you?   

They can write to me at www.traciepeterson.com or at Facebook, 

https://www.facebook.com/AuthorTraciePeterson.  

http://www.traciepeterson.com/
https://www.facebook.com/AuthorTraciePeterson

